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Integrated Illness Scripts provide a new integrated mental model for linking clinical medicine and basic science causal mechanisms to improve clinical decision-making.

INTRODUCTION

Aquifer’s Integrated Illness Scripts—developed by teams of expert basic science and clinician educators from around the country—provide a new mental model for advancing cognitive integration in learners and unpacking encapsulated expertise from faculty. This new framework enhances the traditional illness script format by interweaving basic science and clinical knowledge in a format designed to enable more effective and efficient clinical decision-making.

The Integrated Illness Scripts are the primary integration tool of the Aquifer Sciences Initiative, a partnership between Aquifer and IAMSE (International Association of Medical Science Educators) to develop resources that promote cognitive integration and collaborative teaching of basic and clinical sciences in health professions education. The Integrated Illness Scripts put the goals of the Initiative into practice, providing an evidence-based pedagogical structure and effective learning materials for both classroom and clinical settings.

GOAL:
Educate students to make better, safer clinical decisions supported by sound biomedical reasoning.
Cognitive integration is a process that occurs in the minds of learners and experts as they interweave relevant basic science and clinical knowledge when reasoning through a patient problem.

Clinicians must constantly integrate diverse information as they see patients—recalling, transferring, learning, and applying medical knowledge and science concepts in order to make effective clinical decisions and to expand expertise. Ultimately, cognitive integration also includes the comprehensive integration of basic, social, behavioral and health systems sciences with clinical practice.

Why Does Cognitive Integration Matter?

The AAMC and Howard Hughes Medical Institute recognized the central importance of cognitive integration in medical training and practice in their 2009 report “Scientific Foundations for Future Physicians.” The report states that “The desired outcome of the medical education process should be scientifically inquisitive and compassionate physicians who have the motivation, tools, and knowledge to find the necessary information to provide the best and most scientifically sound care for their patients. As such, the medical school curriculum should be integrated across disciplines and repeatedly emphasize the importance and relevance of the sciences basic to medicine. Physicians should possess a deep understanding of the fundamental biomedical scientific principles needed to deal with the unexpected; they should not rely solely on algorithm-based practice.” [3]

Research shows that the effective cognitive integration of basic and clinical science improves diagnostic accuracy, particularly in novice clinicians.

In their landmark study [1], Baghdady et. al provided dental students with learning resources that either integrated or segregated diagnostic radiology concepts and biomedical knowledge. When provided with new clinical problems, students who received the integrated materials outperformed those who received the segregated materials in both immediate and delayed scenarios. The researchers concluded that “teaching basic sciences integrated with clinical features produces higher diagnostic accuracy in novices than teaching basic sciences segregated from clinical features.”

Unfortunately, research also demonstrates that learners seldom make the correct connections between biomedical knowledge and clinical features when left to their own devices. [1, 2]
**Traditional Illness Scripts**

The term ‘illness script’ describes the mental model clinicians use to organize, store, and retrieve information on a specific clinical problem (disease, condition, or syndrome).[4] Clinicians’ illness scripts grow with experience, and typically include a mental composite of the predisposing conditions, the pathophysiological insult, and predominant clinical symptoms. Experienced clinicians draw continuously from their cognitive library of illness scripts to make clinical decisions on testing, diagnosis, and management.

Research demonstrates that the way a clinician encapsulates relevant information within an illness script directly impacts his or her ability to retrieve information during clinical decision-making.[4] Although traditional illness scripts incorporate the key clinical components, the traditional model lacks effective direct connections between the symptoms and the underlying core basic science concepts critical to understanding the “why” behind their occurrence. Without clear cognitive connections to the causal mechanisms, clinicians do not effectively encapsulate the complete picture needed for robust long-term recall and deeper understanding.

**What are Integrated Illness Scripts?**

Building on the traditional illness script format, Aquifer’s Integrated Illness Scripts add embedded basic science core concepts and causal mechanisms within each clinical feature, and display the connections visually through Mechanism of Disease Maps.

Integrated Illness Scripts were born as a result of a highly collaborative effort between teams of basic science and clinical educators as part of the Aquifer Sciences Initiative. After the successful completion of a nationally-developed sciences curriculum, captured in the Aquifer Sciences Curriculum Database (see pg. 7), the Aquifer Sciences team turned their attention to developing teaching and learning tools.

Aquifer’s Integrated Illness Scripts provide a truly integrated mental model that explicitly translates the theory of cognitive integration into a tangible framework for teaching, learning, and clinical application. These learning tools were developed to support students through all phases of their undergraduate medical or health professions education, to be used in the classroom or patient care settings.
Embedding Basic Science to Drive Cognitive Integration

Aquifer Integrated Illness Scripts embed clear and concise basic science explanations and underlying core concepts into the overview, epidemiology, and clinical features sections of the IIS to foster a deep understanding of why each condition occurs (see pg. 8-9). An accompanying Mechanism of Disease Map (see pg. 10) provides a visualization that guides the learner from the initial insult through each causal mechanism to explain the resulting clinical features.

The practice of applying Integrated Illness Scripts to patients and case scenarios strengthens the cognitive integration process and clinical reasoning framework for each clinical condition in the minds of learners. By connecting the mechanistic backstory of each clinical feature for a disease or condition, learners can more effectively select and justify testing and treatment decisions.

Unpacking Encapsulated Knowledge

Clinicians constantly pull from a repertoire of traditional illness scripts to make patient care decisions. The more experienced the clinician, the more deeply encapsulated this information becomes over time. This tacit and almost instinctive knowledge is critically important to enable expertise and daily practice, but it makes unpacking this information to share with novice clinicians very difficult. [4] The same phenomenon exists for basic scientists—encapsulation confounds the ability to unpack deeply-seated biomedical knowledge in an area of discipline-based expertise.

As learners absorb the linked information in Integrated Illness Scripts, they form connections between the basic science causal mechanisms and clinical findings that will become part of their own expertise. By exposing and integrating this deep and comprehensive knowledge, learners are able to encapsulate for themselves a more complete understanding of conditions and diseases for future recall.

For faculty, Integrated Illness Scripts make complete, interdisciplinary knowledge for a given condition easy to reference and explain, allowing clinical educators to reference the basic science concepts learned long ago. Basic scientist faculty can more easily add clinical relevance and expanded basic science information outside of their own discipline to their teaching without additional faculty time.
Nationally Developed by Teams of Educators

To develop Aquifer’s Integrated Illness Script model, deep collaboration between basic science and medical educators was required. The Aquifer Sciences Integrated Illness Scripts were created through a national, multi-institution authoring project, overseen by the Aquifer Sciences Leadership Team. Following a national call for participation, teams from six medical schools were selected to draft Integrated Illness Scripts on common conditions seen in core rotations.[5] Teams at each institution included clinician educators, basic science faculty, and medical students.

Following the completion of the authoring process, each script underwent an extensive peer review process that included subject experts from the Aquifer Sciences Leadership Team and the:

Aquifer Sciences Curriculum Editorial Board
(11 basic science faculty members, each representing a different discipline)

Aquifer Sciences Clinical Education Consultants
(9 interdisciplinary clinical faculty members)

Aquifer’s Integrated Illness Scripts will be reviewed and updated on a regular basis by these teams of clinical and basic science faculty.

ABOUT THE AQUIFER SCIENCES CURRICULUM

The Aquifer Sciences Curriculum is the first nationally-developed and publicly available curriculum that comprehensively outlines the 10 most important core concepts in each basic science discipline that must be understood by health professions learners in order to provide safe, routine patient care.

The Aquifer Sciences Curriculum was developed by over 100 leading basic science and clinical educators from across the US.

The curriculum includes:

• 11 Basic science disciplines
• 9 Clinical disciplines
• 105 Core concepts
• 789 Learning objectives
• 248 Common conditions
• 5 Clinical decisions
• 15 Systems

The Aquifer Sciences Curriculum is freely available via a searchable database that allows for detailed search and filtering options.
ANATOMY OF INTEGRATED ILLNESS SCRIPTS

Integrated Illness Scripts provide support for inductive reasoning, carrying the learner from observed clinical features back through relevant mechanisms and basic science concepts to the original insult. The journey follows the methods of reasoning a clinician would use to determine the cause of a disease or condition. The accompanying Mechanism of Disease Map is a visual representation of the path from the initial insult through the causal mechanisms to the observable clinical features.

Overview

Each IIS begins with a brief clinical definition and description of the initial pathophysiological insult and the explanation for why the features of the disease arise.
Clinical Features

The Clinical Features articulate the most common presenting clinical findings (up to six per script), a description of how that finding would be ‘discovered’ by a clinician, and—most importantly—the basic science causal mechanisms that explain why each feature occurs in the condition. Each Clinical Feature provides the inductive reasoning from the observation of a feature by a clinician back through the relevant basic science mechanisms all the way to the underlying pathophysiologic insult. The relevant basic science core concepts are concisely listed to further support the connections to the underlying concepts of each Clinical Feature.

Core Concepts

The underlying Core Concepts—the conceptual foundation on which both the IIS and the Mechanism of Disease Maps are built—are drawn directly from the nationally developed Aquifer Sciences Curriculum (see pg. 7). Core Concepts are explicitly included in the Clinical Features and Mechanism of Disease Map section of an IIS, connecting clinical observations and causations to foundational basic science knowledge.

References

References are included in each section, providing links to the supporting evidence, as well as suggested foundational reading for further study.
Mechanism of Disease Map

The Mechanism of Disease Map (MOD Map) is a unique type of concept map that flows in the manner that a basic scientist would explain the occurrence of a clinical feature in a known disease, providing an integrated scientific view of the condition. The MOD Map is a holistic and deductive visual representation of the clinical path from the original insult (or disease trigger), through the causal mechanisms of disease and their corresponding core basic science concepts to the resulting clinical features seen at presentation.
CONCLUSION

Integrated Illness Scripts provide medical and health professions learners with an invaluable framework from which to scaffold knowledge and bridge the gap between basic science and clinical learning. Developing a deep understanding of the “why” underlying each condition enhances the learners’ ability to recall and retain information across the entire spectrum of the health professions curriculum. Integrated Illness Scripts are specifically designed to promote cognitive integration and interdisciplinary teaching, with the goal of advancing medical and health professions education by improving efficient and safe clinical decisions in novice clinicians.

ACCESSING INTEGRATED ILLNESS SCRIPTS

An initial set of the Aquifer Sciences Integrated Illness Scripts will be available free of charge to Aquifer Curricular Partners on July 1, 2021. Aquifer Curricular Partners are programs that subscribe to all five subscription-based Aquifer signature courses.

To view a demo script or learn more about using IIS in the classroom or clinic, please visit Aquifer.org.
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